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Comparison of treatments for lumbar disc
herniation
Systematic review with network meta-analysis
Mark P. Arts, MD, PhDa,∗, Adisa Kur�sumović, MDb, Larry E. Miller, PhDc, Jasper F.C. Wolfs, MDd,
Jason M. Perrin, MDe, Erik Van de Kelft, MD, PhDf, Volkmar Heidecke, MDg

Abstract
Study design: Systematic review with network meta-analysis.

Objective:To compare patient outcomes of lumbar discectomywith bone-anchored annular closure (LD+AC), lumbar discectomy
(LD), and continuing conservative care (CC) for treatment of lumbar disc herniation refractory to initial conservative management.

Summary of background data: Several treatment options are available to patients with refractory symptoms of lumbar disc
herniation, but their comparative efficacy is unclear.

Methods:A systematic review was performed to compare efficacy of LD+AC, LD, and CC for treatment of lumbar disc herniation.
Outcomes included leg pain, back pain, disability (each reported on a 0–100 scale), reherniation, and reoperation. Data were
analyzed using random effects network meta-analysis.

Results: This review included 14 comparative studies (8 randomized) involving 3947 patients—11 studies of LD versus CC (3232
patients), 3 studies of LD+AC versus LD (715 patients), and no studies of LD+AC versus CC. LD was more effective than CC in
reducing leg pain (mean difference [MD] �10, P< .001) and back pain (MD �7, P< .001). LD+AC was more effective than LD in
reducing risk of reherniation (odds ratio 0.38, P< .001) and reoperation (odds ratio 0.33, P< .001). There was indirect evidence that
LD+AC was more effective than CC in reducing leg pain (MD �25, P= .003), back pain (MD �20, P= .02), and disability (MD �13,
P= .02) although the treatment effect was smaller in randomized trials.

Conclusions: Results of a network meta-analysis show LD is more effective than CC in alleviating symptoms of lumbar disc
herniation refractory to initial conservative management. Further, LD+AC lowers risk of reherniation and reoperation versus LD and
may improve patient symptoms more than CC.

Abbreviations: CC= conservative care, CE=Conformité Européene, CI= confidence interval, LD= lumbar discectomy, LD + AC
= lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, MD = mean difference, OR = odds ratio, RCT = randomized controlled
trial.

Keywords: annulus, comparative studies, conservative care, disc herniation, discectomy, indirect comparison, lumbar, meta-
analysis, microdiscectomy, network, nonsurgical, reherniation, systematic review
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1. Introduction

Lumbar disc herniation is a localized displacement of disc
material beyond the normal margins of the intervertebral disc
space[1] and is themost common cause of sciatica, affecting 1% to
5% of the population annually.[2] First-line treatments for
sciatica are nonsurgical and may consist of physical therapy,
pharmacologic therapy, and/or epidural steroid injection. Acute
sciatica symptoms subside in most patients independent of
treatment.[3,4] For symptoms that are resistant to initial
conservative treatments, continued conservative care or lumbar
discectomy to remove the offending herniated disc material may
be considered although the question of which treatment is
superior has sparked lively debate.[5] Surgery results in faster
symptom relief than continued conservative care.[6] However,
over longer follow-up, group differences tend to converge but
continue to favor surgery.[1]

Results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) show that over
40% of patients assigned to conservative care undergo surgery
within 2 years.[7,8] Among patients undergoing surgery, recurrent
disc herniation occurs in 7% to 18%of patients within 2 years,[9–
12] which requires a reoperation in nearly 80% of cases.[13]

Further, the risk of recurrence and reoperation is more than
twofold higher in patients with large versus small annular defects
after surgery.[14] Herein lies one of the therapeutic dilemmas of
lumbar disc herniation with chronic radicular symptoms—
continuation of conservative treatments with incomplete symp-
tom resolution in many cases or undergoing surgery that may be
followed by symptomatic reherniation.
A bone-anchored device intended to block the annular defect

after lumbar discectomy, which received Conformité Européene
(CE) Mark in 2009, has shown promise in reducing the risk of
reherniation relative to lumbar discectomy alone.[15–17] Howev-
er, whether bone-anchored annular closure improves patient
outcomes relative to lumbar discectomy alone or conservative
care remains unclear. The purpose of this systematic review with
network meta-analysis was to compare outcomes of lumbar
discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, lumbar dis-
cectomy alone, and continuing conservative care in the treatment
of lumbar disc herniation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Literature search and study selection

This study was performed according to the PRISMA Extension
Statement for Reporting of Systematic Reviews Incorporating
Network Meta-analyses of Health Care Interventions[18] and
followed methods prospectively defined in a nonregistered
protocol. We conducted searches of MEDLINE, EMBASE,
and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials for
studies comparing lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored
annular closure (LD+AC), lumbar discectomy (LD), or conser-
vative care (CC) for treatment of lumbar disc herniation. Eligible
papers were published in English-language journals and reported
comparative data for at least one main outcome between 1 and 5
years of follow-up. No date limits were applied to the searches;
the final search was completed on May 31, 2018. The details of
the MEDLINE search strategy are listed in Supplementary
Table 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/C805. The search syntax for
other databases was similar but adapted as necessary. We also
performed focused searches of the Directory of Open Access
Journals, Google Scholar, and reviewed the reference lists of
included papers and relevant meta-analyses. Study selection was

performed by 2 independent reviewers (LM, DF). Study selection
discrepancies between the reviewers were resolved by consensus.
Titles and abstracts were initially screened to exclude non-English
manuscripts, review articles, commentaries, letters, single-arm
case series, case reports, and obvious irrelevant studies. Full-texts
of the remaining articles were retrieved and reviewed.

2.2. Outcome measures

Main outcomes of this review were leg pain, back pain, and
disability. Leg and back pain data were preferentially extracted
from visual analogue scale or numeric rating scale questionnaires.
Disability data were preferentially extracted from the Oswestry
Disability Index or the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire.
If data were available at multiple time points within the reporting
window, we extracted data at the longest follow-up period. We
reported the incidence of symptomatic reherniation and
reoperation in studies of LD+AC versus LD, but not in
comparisons with CC due to lack of outcome reporting. The
rate of crossover from CC to surgery in each study was noted.

2.3. Risk of bias

Risk of bias of the individual studies was assessed using the
criteria list advised by the Cochrane Neck and Back Group.[19]

This list consists of 13 questions that evaluate selection
bias (3 questions), performance bias (4 questions), attrition bias
(2 questions), detection bias (2 questions), reporting bias
(1 question), and other possible bias sources (1 question). Each
item was scored as Yes, No, or Unsure; Yes responses in each
study were summed to provide an overall measure of bias risk
with higher values representing lower bias risk. We included
nonrandomized comparative studies in this review due to the
small number of RCTs comparing these treatments.

2.4. Data collection

A database was pilot-tested to ensure consistency with outcomes
reported in the literature. Data were independently extracted
from eligible articles by the same 2 reviewers using a standardized
form. Data extraction discrepancies between the reviewers were
resolved by consensus.

2.5. Data analysis

Leg pain, back pain, and disability data were reported as the
mean difference (MD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) between
treatment groups. All values were transformed to a 0 to 100 scale
where higher values represented worse outcomes. The risks of
symptomatic reherniation and reoperation with LD+AC versus
LDwere reported as the odds ratio (OR) and 95%CI.We utilized
a random effects model for all analyses with forest plots to
illustrate individual study and pooled meta-analysis results. We
used the I2 statistic to estimate heterogeneity of outcomes among
studies.[20] Significant heterogeneity was defined as a CochranQ
test P< .1 or I2>50%. The potential for publication bias was
visually examined with funnel plots and, for outcomes reported
in at least 10 studies, formally evaluated with Egger regression
test.[21] Subgroup analysis investigated the influence of study-
level and patient-level covariates on outcomes reported in at least
10 studies.[22] The robustness of study conclusions was evaluated
in a sensitivity analysis that assessed outcomes of RCTs only. All
tests were 2-sided; an alpha level of .05 was chosen for
significance. Statistical analyses were performed using Compre-
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hensive Meta-analysis version 3.3 (Biostat, Englewood, NJ).
Indirect comparisons of LD+AC versus CC were performed
where LD was used as a common comparator within the
network.[23] The treatment effect of the indirect comparison was
calculated as the treatment effect of LD+AC versus LDminus the
treatment effect of CC versus LD. The variance of the indirect
comparison was the sum of variances of the 2 direct comparisons
and was used to calculate 95% CIs and P values.

2.6. Ethics and data sharing

Ethical approval and patient consent were not required because
this is a systematic review and meta-analysis of previously
published studies. The authors agree to make the raw data from
this analysis available upon reasonable request.

3. Results

3.1. Study flow

The initial database search retrieved 338 titles and abstracts;
hand searching relevant bibliographies identified 4 additional
records. After screening records for inclusion criteria, 36 full-text
articles were reviewed for eligibility. A listing of the reviewed
papers and the reasons for exclusion are provided in Supplemen-
tary Table 2, http://links.lww.com/MD/C805. Ultimately, we
included 14 comparative studies (8 RCTs) involving 3947
patients undergoing treatment with LD+AC, LD, or CC for
symptomatic lumbar disc herniation. The meta-analysis included
11 studies of LD versus CC (7 RCTs) involving 3232 patients and
3 studies of LD+AC versus LD (1 RCT) involving 715 patients.
No study directly compared LD+AC to CC. A flow diagram of
study identification and selection is shown in Supplementary
Flow Diagram, http://links.lww.com/MD/C805. A network
graph illustrating the treatment network (i.e., 2 direct compar-
isons and one indirect comparison) is provided in Supplementary
Figure 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/C805.

3.2. Study and patient characteristics

Study and patient characteristics are reported in Table 1. The CC
groups included multimodal nonsurgical treatments (7 studies),
physical therapy (2 studies), spinal manipulation (1 study), and
epidural steroid injections (1 study). Age (typically early 40s) and
gender (slight male predominance) of study patients were
consistent between groups and among studies.Most comparisons
in this review utilized 2-year follow-up data (range 1–5 years). A
listing of main outcomes reported in individual studies and the
intervals during which they were assessed are listed in
Supplementary Table 3, http://links.lww.com/MD/C805. Factors
that may have contributed to risk of bias are detailed in Table 2.
The main sources of bias were inclusion of nonrandomized
studies and lack of blinding.

3.3. Leg pain

In studies of LD+AC versus LD, there were greater reductions in
leg pain with LD+AC (MD �14; P= .06) but the differences did
not achieve statistical significance (Fig. 1). LD was more effective
than CC in reducing leg pain (MD �10; P< .001) (Fig. 2). In
indirect comparison, leg pain improvement was greater with LD
+AC compared with CC (MD �25; 95% CI �41 to �9;
P= .003). When evaluating RCTs only, the treatment benefit of
LD+AC over CC diminished but remained statistically signifi-
cant (MD �9; 95% CI �16 to �3; P= .003).

3.4. Back pain

Back pain reductions with LD+AC versus LD were not
statistically significant (MD �13; P= .11) (Fig. 3). LD resulted
in greater reductions in back pain relative to CC (MD �7;
P= .02) (Fig. 4). In indirect comparison, back pain reduction was
20 points greater with LD+AC versus CC (95% CI �38 to �3;
P= .03); in RCTs, the benefit of LD+AC over CC was 7 points
(95% CI �13 to �1; P= .04).

Table 1

Comparative studies of lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, lumbar discectomy, and conservative care for lumbar
disc herniation.

Study RCT Treatments Treatment period No. patients Mean age, y Male sex

LD+AC vs LD
Barth et al[15] No G1: LD+AC, G2: LD G1: 2009–2010, G2: 2002–2003 G1: 45, G2: 40 G1: 42, G2: 40 G1: 52%, G2: 48%
Parker et al[16] No G1: LD+AC, G2: LD G1: 2008–2009, G2: 2003–2006 G1: 30, G2: 46 G1: 38, G2: 41 NR
Thome et al[17] Yes G1: LD+AC, G2: LD 2010–2014 G1: 276, G2: 278 G1: 43, G2: 44 G1: 57%, G2: 62%

LD vs CC
Atlas, 200125 No G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 1990–1992 G1: 275, G2: 232 G1: 42, G2: 42 G1: 65%, G2: 61%
Buttermann, 200426 Yes G1: LD, G2: ESI 1995–1998 G1: 50, G2: 50 G1: 40, G2: 41 NR
Erginousakis, 201127 Yes G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 2006–2010 G1: 31, G2: 31 G1: 38, G2: 36 G1: 61%, G2: 55%
Gugliotta, 201628 No G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 2003–2007 G1: 297, G2: 73 G1: 50, G2: 50 G1: 57%, G2: 59%
McMorland, 201029 Yes G1: LD, G2: spinal manipulation 2000–2004 G1: 20, G2: 20 G1: 42, G2: 42 G1: 65%, G2: 55%
Österman, 200630 Yes G1: LD, G2: physical therapy 1996–1999 G1: 28, G2: 28 G1: 37, G2: 38 G1: 54%, G2: 68%
Peul et al[7] Yes G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 2002–2005 G1: 141, G2: 142 G1: 42, G2: 43 G1: 63%, G2: 68%
Thomas, 200731 No G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 1999–2003 G1: 333, G2: 164 G1: 42, G2: 44 G1: 62%, G2: 52%
Weber, 198332 Yes G1: LD, G2: physical therapy 1970–1971 G1: 60, G2: 66 G1: 40, G2: 42 G1: 53%, G2: 55%
Weinstein, 2006a8 Yes G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 2000–2004 G1: 232, G2: 240 G1: 42, G2: 43 G1: 56%, G2: 61%
Weinstein, 2006b33 No G1: LD, G2: multimodal CC 2000–2003 G1: 528, G2: 191 G1: 41, G2: 44 G1: 57%, G2: 55%

CC indicates conservative care, ESI=epidural steroid injection, G=group, LD+AC= lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, LD= lumbar discectomy, NR=not reported, RCT= randomized
controlled trial.
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3.5. Disability

Patients treated with LD+AC had less disability than those
treated with LD (MD �8; P= .09) (Fig. 5) as did those
treated with LD relative to CC (MD �5; P= .09) (Fig. 6),
but outcomes did not achieve statistical significance.
In indirect comparison, disability levels were lower with LD
+AC versus CC (MD �13; 95% CI �24 to �2; P= .02).
However, there was no difference between LD+AC and

CC when evaluating RCTs only (MD �2; 95% CI �6 to 2;
P= .24).

3.6. Symptomatic reherniation and reoperations

Treatment with LD+AC was associated with a considerably
lower risk of symptomatic reherniation (OR 0.38; 95% CI 0.24–
0.61, P< .001) and associated reoperation (OR 0.33; 95% CI
0.18–0.60, P< .001) compared to LD. Among CC studies, the
median rate of crossover to surgery was 39%.

Table 2

Sources of risk of bias in individual studies
∗
.

Study Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Total

LD+AC vs LD
Barth et al[15] No No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Unsure 5
Parker et al[16] No No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Unsure 5
Thome et al[17] Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Unsure 9

LD vs CC
Atlas, 200125 No No No No No No No Yes No No No Yes Yes 3
Buttermann, 200426 Yes Unsure No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 6
Erginousakis, 201127 No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 5
Gugliotta, 201628 No No No No No No No Yes No No No Yes Yes 3
McMorland, 201029 Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Unsure 6
Österman, 200630 Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 7
Peul et al[7] Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 7
Thomas, 200731 No No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 6
Weber, 198332 Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 10
Weinstein, 2006a8 Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 7
Weinstein, 2006b33 No No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 6

CC= conservative care, LD= lumbar discectomy, LD+AC= lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure.
∗
Questions in the Cochrane Neck and Back Group risk of bias tool include: Q1: Was the method of randomization adequate?; Q2: Was the treatment allocation concealed?; Q3: Was the patient blinded to the

intervention?; Q4: Was the care provider blinded to the intervention?; Q5: Was the outcome assessor blinded to the intervention?; Q6: Was the drop-out rate described and acceptable?; Q7: Were all randomized
participants analyzed in the group to which they were allocated?; Q8: Are reports of the study free of suggestion of selective outcome reporting?; Q9: Were the groups similar at baseline regarding the most
important prognostic indicators?; Q10: Were cointerventions avoided or similar?; Q11: Was the compliance acceptable in all groups?; Q12: Was the timing of the outcome assessment similar in all groups?; Q13:
Are other sources of potential bias unlikely (industry funding)?.

Figure 1. Forest plot of leg pain severity after lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure versus lumbar discectomy. The mean difference and 95%
confidence interval is plotted for each study. The pooledmean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random
effects model. Positive pooled mean difference suggests greater leg pain with bone-anchored annular closure. Negative pooled mean difference suggests less leg
pain with bone-anchored annular closure. Mean difference �14, P= .06. Heterogeneity: I2=90%; P< .001.
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3.7. Meta-analysis diagnostics and subgroup analysis
Publication bias was not evident for leg pain in comparisons of
LD to CC (Egger P= .40). Publication bias was not formally
evaluated among other combinations of outcomes and compar-
isons owing to a small number of studies, but visual assessment of
the funnel plots did not indicate asymmetry. For comparisons of
LD+AC to LD, significant heterogeneity was identified for leg

pain (I2=90%; P< .001), back pain (I2=91%; P< .001), and
disability (I2=87%; P< .001). For comparisons of LD to CC,
significant heterogeneity was identified for leg pain (I2=61%;
P< .01) and disability (I2=82%; P< .001), but not back pain
(I2=0%; P= .52). Heterogeneity was not evident for reherniation
and reoperation comparing LD+AC versus LD (both I2=0%). In
subgroup analysis, the benefit of LD over CC in reducing leg pain

Figure 2. Forest plot of leg pain severity after lumbar discectomy or conservative care. The mean difference and 95% confidence interval is plotted for each study.
The pooled mean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random effects model. Positive pooled mean
difference suggests greater leg pain with lumbar discectomy. Negative pooled mean difference suggests less leg pain with lumbar discectomy. Mean difference
�10, P< .001. Heterogeneity: I2=90%; P< .001.

Figure 3. Forest plot of back pain severity after lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure versus lumbar discectomy. The mean difference and 95%
confidence interval is plotted for each study. The pooledmean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random
effects model. Positive pooled mean difference suggests greater back pain with bone-anchored annular closure. Negative pooled mean difference suggests less
back pain with bone-anchored annular closure. Mean difference �13, P= .11. Heterogeneity: I2=91%; P< .001.
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was consistent among most subgroups. While some variability in
the magnitude of treatment effect was observed, no covariate
significantly explained this variability (Table 3). A summary of
evidence, including the direction, magnitude, and nature of
treatment effects, is provided in Table 4.

4. Discussion
Among patients with refractory radicular symptoms due to
lumbar disc herniation, the findings of this systematic reviewwith
network meta-analysis show that LD decreases leg and back pain
more than CC. Further, LD+AC lowers the risk of symptom

Figure 4. Forest plot of back pain severity after lumbar discectomy or conservative care. Themean difference and 95% confidence interval is plotted for each study.
The pooled mean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random effects model. Positive pooled mean
difference suggests greater back pain with lumbar discectomy. Negative pooledmean difference suggests less back pain with lumbar discectomy. Mean difference
�7, P= .02. Heterogeneity: I2=74%; P< .001.

Figure 5. Forest plot of disability after lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure versus lumbar discectomy. The mean difference and 95%
confidence interval is plotted for each study. The pooledmean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random
effects model. Positive pooled mean difference suggests greater disability with bone-anchored annular closure. Negative pooled mean difference suggests less
disability with bone-anchored annular closure. Mean difference �8, P= .09. Heterogeneity: I2=87%; P< .001.
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Figure 6. Forest plot of disability after lumbar discectomy or conservative care. The mean difference and 95% confidence interval is plotted for each study. The
pooled mean difference (diamond apex) and 95% confidence interval (diamond width) is calculated using a random effects model. Positive pooled mean difference
suggests greater disability with lumbar discectomy. Negative pooled mean difference suggests less disability with lumbar discectomy. Mean difference�5, P= .09.
Heterogeneity: I2=91%; P< .001.

Table 3

Post hoc subgroup analysis of leg pain severity after lumbar discectomy or conservative care for lumbar disc herniation.

Variable No. studies MD 95% CI Within-group P Between-group P

Crossover from CC to surgery
∗

≥40% 4 �4 �7, 0 .03 .08
<40% 5 �13 �24, �3 .01

Conservative care regimen
Unimodal 4 �5 �10, �1 .02 .10
Multimodal 7 �13 �21, �5 .002

Risk of bias
∗

Lower 4 �6 �10, �1 .01 .15
Higher 7 �13 �22, �4 .005

Treatment allocation
Randomized 7 �7 �13, �2 .006 .33
Nonrandomized 4 �14 �27, �2 .03

Follow-up duration
1 or 2 y 9 �7 �11, �4 <.001 .35
4 or 5 y 2 �20 �48, 7 .15

Median treatment year
∗

2002 or after 6 �8 �14, �3 .003 .61
2001 or before 5 �12 �24, 0 .06

Leg pain assessment tool
VAS or NRS 5 �9 �17, �1 .03 .65
Other pain questionnaire 6 �12 �20, �3 .01

Mean age
∗

≥42 y 7 �10 �18, �2 .01 .82
<42 y 4 �12 �22, �1 .03

Male sex
∗

≥59% 6 �11 �20, �1 .03 .82
<59% 4 �12 �20, �4 .003

Sample size
∗

<200 5 �10 �18, �2 .02 .89
≥200 6 �11 �19, �2 .01

CC= conservative care, MD=mean difference, NRS=numeric rating scale, VAS= visual analogue scale.
∗
Subgroups defined as values above versus below the median for lumbar discectomy to conservative care comparisons.
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recurrence and reoperation compared to LD and may decrease
leg pain, back pain, and disability to a greater degree than CC.
This is the first known study to report the comparative efficacy of
these 3 treatment options for patients with lumbar disc
herniation.
Lumbar discectomywas more effective than CC in reducing leg

and back pain, but not disability. These results were consistent
among all studies as well as in RCTs only. Although the results of
the subgroup analysis of leg pain severity were likely underpow-
ered, the potential for factors such as crossover to surgery and
different CC regimens to influence outcomes must be acknowl-
edged. Importantly, the benefit of LD over CC in reducing leg
pain was maintained among most subgroups analyzed and the
observed heterogeneity influenced the magnitude of benefit with
LD, but not whether a benefit was realized. While the large
proportion of patients who crossed over from CC to LD among
the include studies complicates interpretation of these findings,
this finding suggests that the treatment benefit of LD relative to
CC may be underestimated.
Supplemental implantation with a bone-anchored annular

closure device reduced the risk for symptom recurrence and
reoperation and provided minor improvements in leg pain, back
pain, or disability relative to LD. A plausible explanation for
these results may relate to the timing of pain and disability
assessments in the studies. Patients who undergo a reoperation
for recurrence in the interim between scheduled follow-up visits
may report favorable results at subsequent visits that are mainly
attributable to the reoperation. To the extent that reoperation
rates are higher with LD than with LD+AC, this may bias
patient-reported outcomes at follow-up visits to favor LD. In a
RCT of LD+AC versus LD,[17] leg pain severity (0–100 scale) at
the 2-year follow-up visit was comparable between groups (12 vs
14; P= .33). However, when patients with recurrence were
treated as failures in the analysis, leg pain severity was lower with
LD+AC (19 vs 29; P< .001)[24] with the treatment benefit
approximating that reported in the current meta-analysis.
Overall, these results are suggestive of a modest benefit in pain
and disability with LD+AC versus LD that is partially mediated
by the lower recurrence rates with LD+AC.
Despite the absence of head-to-head studies of LD+AC versus

CC, utilization of network meta-analysis facilitated indirect
comparison of these groups. In frequent situations where studies

have not been performed to directly compare all possible
treatments for a medical condition, patient care decisions must
often rely on conclusions derived from indirect comparisons.
Relative toCC, LD+ACsignificantly lowered leg painby25points
(9 points in RCTs) and back pain by 20 points (7 points in RCTs).
While disability outcomes favoredLD+ACby13points, therewas
no statistical difference between groups among RCTs. In the
absence of comparative studies, these initial results represent the
best available evidence and suggest that LD+ACmay reduce pain
relative to CC in the treatment of lumbar disc herniation.
There are several factors pertaining to the characteristics of

included studies that warrant further discussion. First, in pairwise
meta-analyses, heterogeneity of outcomes among studies was
frequently observed, which confounded data interpretation and
was not explained in subgroup analysis. We cannot rule out the
possibility that factors such as study quality, randomization, and
crossover to surgery influenced results since the subgroup
analysis was likely underpowered. Second, inclusion of data
from randomized and nonrandomized studies may have intro-
duced bias into the results. While the meta-analysis conclusions
were largely unchanged when evaluating RCTs only, the
treatment benefit of LD versus CC—and consequently that of
LD+AC versus CC—was reduced among RCTs. Third, most
patients included in comparative studies of LD+AC versus LD
had a large postsurgical annular defect (≥6mmwidth), which has
an uncertain impact on comparisons of patient-reported out-
comes within the network. While large postsurgical annular
defects are a known risk factor for symptom recurrence and
reoperation,[14] there is no evidence that the size of the
postsurgical defect is associated with the magnitude of
postoperative pain and disability. Evidence from this review
supports the efficacy of LD+AC in patients with large annular
defects who are inherently at higher risk of recurrence, but the
utility of LD+AC in smaller annular defects is unknown. Fourth,
the comparisons of LD+AC to CC wee inherently observational
since conclusions were derived exclusively from indirect
comparisons. Consequently, several key assumptions inherent
in network meta-analyses (e.g., transitivity, consistency) could
not be formally evaluated. Despite these limitations, the results
presented here represent the best available evidence on the
efficacy of LD+AC versus CC in the treatment of lumbar disc
herniation.

Table 4

Summary of evidence for lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, lumbar discectomy, and conservative care for lumbar
disc herniation.

Comparison Outcome Treatment direction
∗
and magnitude Consistency Nature of evidence (no. studies)

LD vs CC Leg pain Favors LD (P< .001), MD=�10 (�7) I2=90%, P< .001 Direct (11)
“ Back pain Favors LD (P= .02), MD=�7 (�5) I2=74%, P< .001 Direct (7)
“ Disability No difference (P= .09), MD=�5 (0) I2=91%, P< .001 Direct (9)
LD+AC vs LD Leg pain No difference (P= .06), MD=�15 (�2) I2=93%, P< .001 Direct (3)
“ Back pain No difference (P= .11), MD=�13 (�2) I2=91%, P< .001 Direct (3)
“ Disability No difference (P= .09), MD=�8 (�2) I2=87%, P< .001 Direct (3)
“ Reherniation Favors LD+AC (P< .001), OR=0.38 (0.41) I2=0%, P= .66 Direct (3)
“ Reoperation Favors LD+AC (P< .001), OR=0.33 (0.35) I2=0%, P= .80 Direct (3)
LD+AC vs CC Leg pain Favors LD+AC (P= .003), MD=�25 (�9) Not applicable† Indirect
“ Back pain Favors LD+AC (P= .02), MD=�20 (�7) Not applicable† Indirect
“ Disability Favors LD+AC (P= .02), MD=�13 (�2) Not applicable† Indirect

CC= conservative care, LD= lumbar discectomy, LD+AC= lumbar discectomy with bone-anchored annular closure, MD=mean difference (0–100 scale), OR= odds ratio.
∗
P values based on outcomes in randomized and nonrandomized studies, with outcomes from randomized studies in parentheses.

† Consistency unable to be evaluated due to the absence of direct comparisons between LD+AC and CC.
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5. Conclusion

Results of a network meta-analysis suggest LD is more effective
than CC in alleviating symptoms of lumbar disc herniation
refractory to initial conservative management. Further, LD+AC
lowers risk of reherniation and reoperation versus LD and may
improve patient symptoms more than CC.
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